LymTal International, Inc.

PARKING + STADIA + MECHANICAL + PLAZA + BALCONY

Iso-Flex Systems

Dedicated to Concrete Protection

LymTal International, Inc. is dedicated to a comprehensive approach of solving the
challenges related to the protection of concrete structures of all types. Qualified
applicators install our product line of Iso-Flex systems on parking structures,
stadiums, plaza decks, buildings and other concrete structures.
As the manufacturer of the Iso-Flex product line
LymTal International, Inc. brings over 80 years
of industry focus to the
study of waterproofing
of concrete structures.
Beginning in 1929
under the Harry S.
Peterson Co., and
continuing today
under
L y m Ta l
International, Inc., the Iso-Flex brand has
enjoyed an on going leadership position in the
construction industry.
We continue to follow our companyʼs long
standing comprehensive approach with a single
source technical consultation, that is supported
by decades of field experience.
As an innovator in polyurethane, epoxy,
expansion joint and silane technology, LymTal is
a basic producer of the Iso-Flex line of
waterproofing products in our Lake Orion,
Michigan facility.
A commitment to research and development of
new 100% solids low odor technology, along
with improved water-based products, has fueled
the growth and scope of our overall Division 7
package of solutions.

The cornerstone of our comprehensive
business approach is our nationwide network of
approved applicators. This organization of hand
selected contractors ensures controlled
installation practices that utilize the central
technology of our headquarters facility.
Our Total Responsibility Warranty is the
strongest found in the industry. It assures
owners of a single-source responsibility for the
performance of the systems installed across all
of the Iso-Flex product disciplines.

A broad spectrum of Division 7
waterproofing systems
The Iso-Flex product scope incorporates four
major disciplines.
•Traffic Membranes
•Urethane Sealants
•Expansion Joints
•Penetrating Sealers

Structured Parking
Iso-Flex products bring unmatched scope when it comes to solving
the needs of the parking community on precast, CIP and other hybrid
types of concrete construction. Whether the project is new
construction or rehabilitation on existing structures the diverse product
line is capable of responding to every project situation.
With unrivaled industry experience and technical capabilities, LymTal
International Inc. holds the key to solving the challenges encountered
on parking projects.

Sports Facilities
A common requirement on stadium facilities is for a fast-track, quick
turnaround installation. Iso-Flex products with their inherent ease of
installation and rapid cure technology have made them the choice on
many professional and university level sports projects.
Coupling the Division 7 broad scope of expansion joints, coatings,
sealers and sealants makes for a total solution on any new or
rehabilitation project.

Building Interiors
When it comes to mechanical/electrical rooms or restroom and food
service floors, VOCʼs and fumes become a major factor in product
selection. Iso-Flex products are often a deserving selection due to the
array of low odor and no-solvent system choices.
Whether it be polyurethane or epoxy chemistry, we have various
choices that based on application will provide attractive and long term
performance, often without the need for priming.

Balconies/Plaza Decks
Balcony and plaza deck project installations will typically face extreme
environmental exposure. Temperature extremes, constant UV
exposure and often costal chloride attack, all place an emphasis on
the need for sound coating technology. Proven Iso-Flex aliphatic
chemistry holds the answer for each specific product requirement.
Iso-Flex cover plates and expansion joint systems are often utilized on
pedestrian decks and/or split-slab applications.

LymTal International, Inc.
Complete technical support is available by
calling our Lake Orion, Michigan
headquarters, our National Sales &
Marketing office or one of our regional
offices. Complete product and installation
information is also available at our website.

Corporate Office:
4150 South Lapeer Rd.
Lake Orion, MI 48359
Ph: 248-373-8100
Fax: 248-373-3480
Sales/Marketing Office:
60 Ocean Blvd., Suite 5
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
Ph: 904-246-4507
Fax: 904-246-6760

Northeast Region:
155 Summit Rd.
Abington, MA 02351
Ph: 617-901-9982
Southern Region:
102 Enfield Trace
Woodstock, GA 30189
Ph: 770-337-5581
Western Region:
P.O. Box 8248
Green Valley Lake, CA 92341
Ph: 909-867-4262

